HIRE UPS SYSTEMS - 500kVA CONTAINERISED

Disaster Recovery? Project Overrun? Major System Modification?

AVK SEG (UK) LTD can provide the “Back-up Power Solutions for your Critical Power Needs.”

The continuous operation of computers, process, and telecommunication equipment is the lifeblood of many companies and should an unplanned event occur causing long-term power disruption or damage to the equipment room, then serious financial implications could result.

Whether you have a Major System Modification, Project Overrun or a Disaster Recovery situation, AVK SEG (UK) LTD can provide a Containerised UPS System mounted on a transportable trailer for such an event, on short or long term hire, with a rapid response. The Containerised Hire UPS comes complete with its own battery and output distribution switchboard.

If you are undergoing a Major System Modification you will need a High Integrity UPS System which gives you that Critical Power Support in a hurry!

SPECIFICATION

100-500kVA Protect 4 UPS
10 Minute Battery
20ft Standard ISO Container
Can be integrated with Standby Genset
Integral Switchgear, Distribution including Changeover
Redundant Cooling Systems
Trailer Mounted Design for simple Site access
Manageable Installation
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